


OASTAL AQUARIUM
 DESIGN

Coastal Aquarium Design offers the exclusive and convenient Roll-Top
canopy. Making aquarium access an effortless and spacious task.
Convenient.   Efficient.  Quality.

Exclusive Rolll-top Design

Coastal aquatic furniture is handcrafted in Texas and built from 
scratch in The United States of America by experienced 

wood craftsman.

Hanfcrafted in America

When choosing Coastal, you know you can trust in quality lumber 
and timbers.  We source high grade materials that will stand 
the test of time. Our stands and canopies are furniture, and  we
build every piece to bring the warmth of real wood to your home 
and office.

Quality lumber

Hand made to order Aquarium Furniture.
Made in the USA

6 Styles x 6 Colors x Unlimited Sizes = Endless Options

With this catalog you finally have creativity and customizing in aquarium furniture.

` 6 Styles to choose from -
  4 - Traditional (Classic, Heritage, Victorian & Vintage)
  2 - Contemporary (Modern & Elegance)

 6 Color Options (Plus custom tinting) - 

  Powder coated stainless steel also available. 

 Virtually unlimited sizes - 
  We can build anything from 12” x 12” to 120” x 36” 
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The Classic style features oak hardwood and oak veneer plywood. It has 3” solid oak trim on the top and bottom of stand and on the top of the canopy. 
It features flat panel doors with European adjustable hinges. The front center brace is removable for filter accessibility, but must be replaced before fill-
ing the aquarium with water.  The Classic is our most popular model because of its price point and it easily fits with traditional and contemporary decor. 

The Classic model stand is a standard 32” tall and the canopy is 8” tall.  Stands can be upgraded to 36” and canopies to 12”. The canopy comes standard 
as a top lift, but can be upgraded to a roll top or front lift style.

Classic By Coastal Aquarium Design
A Clean minimalist approach for the rimless aquarium.  The modern comes standard in 3 sizes, which fits our most popular rimless aquariums. 
It’s available in 6 different wood finishes, Ash, Beech, Birch, Mahogany, Maple and Walnut. This stand is made in a table top design that does not 
cover the bottom aquarium trim. This is our only style that does not have a canopy option. It’s perfect for those who like an open top aquarium 
for reef or planted systems.  It’s great for new LED lighting systems that are normally suspended over aquariums. This is a clean sleek look for 
that urban/metro life style. 

The Modern is standard 36”tall with no canopy available.

MODERN By Coastal Aquarium Design
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The Heritage is a more traditional style look. It has upgraded trim and doors as compared to the Classic. The trim on the canopy is a round over hardwood that 
covers the top aquarium trim.  The top and bottom trim on the stand is a traditional base board hardwood, which conceals the lower aquarium trim. This allows for 
a clean look of wood and glass. The doors are a solid oak raised panel style with adjustable European hinges.  The center brace is removable for filter accessibility, but 
must be replaced before filling the aquarium with water.

The Heritage model stand is a standard 32” tall and the canopy is 8” tall.  Stands can be upgraded to 36” and canopies to 12”. The canopy comes standard as 
a top lift, but can be upgraded to a roll top or front lift style.

Heritage By Coastal Aquarium Design

The Victorian stand and canopy reflects antique/old world style of furniture. Covering the top and base of this stand is a beautiful 3” Crown 
molding with rosettes and fluting on the front to add a touch of elegance. The aquarium slides into the 3” crown that wraps the trim so all you 
see is wood and glass. The canopy also has the same crown molding on top and fluted molding with rosettes along the bottom to pull the set 
together. The stand comes standard 36” tall and the canopy 12” tall.  The canopy comes as a roll top, but can be made as a front lift on request. 
The center brace is removable for filter accessibility, but must be replaced before filling the aquarium with water.

Victorian By Coastal Aquarium Design
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The Vintage is our premier aquarium furniture. It fits with most decors. From contemporary to traditional styles, it will look fabulous in any home 
or office.  It has 3” crown molding around the top and bottom of the stand. Column corners on the front with raised panel doors finish off this 
stunning look. The canopy has the same 3” crown molding around the top. Together, this makes a very impressive statement in any home. The 
stand comes standard 36” tall and canopy 12” tall.  The canopy comes as a roll top standard but can be made as a front lift on request.  The 
center brace is removable for filter accessibility, but must be replaced before filling the aquarium with water.

Vintage By Coastal Aquarium Design

The Elegance is similar to the Modern Series, but has a canopy option.  This style of stand was created to offer the modern look to a much 
larger variety of tank sizes.  The stand has trim that will cover the trim on most aquariums. The canopy has a front lift opening for access to 
the aquarium. It is available in the same wood options, Ash, Beech, Birch, Mahogany, Maple and Walnut. The Elegance fits with most contempo-
rary furnishings. Unlike the Modern, it’s great for all freshwater, saltwater, reef or planted aquariums.   

The Elegance comes standard at 33” tall and a 5” tall canopy with upgrades available to 36” stand and 10” canopy.

Elegance By Coastal Aquarium Design

Also available with canopy
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